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GRETCHEN AND THE GRUDGE

By EDITH WEISS

CAST OF CHARACTERS
# of lines

Family and Friends:
GRETCHEN ...................usually cheerful girl; plays the violin 73
MOLLY ..........................Gretchen’s baseball-loving younger 52 

sister; not afraid to be “average”
DOMINICK ....................Gretchen’s smart younger brother; 51 

studying for a spelling bee
AUNT DAGMAR ..............vegetarian and bad cook 27
JANELLE .......................Gretchen’s nice, responsible best 39 

friend; also plays the violin
NORICE ........................Janelle’s younger sister; loves to do 25 

laundry
Couch Crew:

GRUDGE .......................very grumpy, clingy, deceitful 30 
character

PEEVISH .......................impatient and easily irritated 15
HOTHEAD .....................has a terrible temper and shouts 15 

a lot
The Moodketeers:

MOODY ..................leader of the Moodketeers; has a 16 
range of moods varying from bad 
to very bad

BULLY .....................very bratty; likes to poke Cranky 12 
and push people around

WHINY ....................nasal and needy; whines incessantly 11
CRANKY .................gets even crankier with Bully’s 12 

constant poking
CHURLISH ..............loves making trouble 9
NASTY ....................nasty; itchy, probably because of 10 

fleas
SOURPUSS .............always frowning; sneezes a lot and 12 

has no manners
The Doldrums:

DOOMUS ................low-voiced and slow 6
GLOOMY .................slow-talking spreader of gloom 9
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DREARY ..................nothing bright about this one 7
DISMAL ..................always depressed, sees the worst 4 

in everything

SETTING
Time:  One week this summer.

Place:  The living room of Gretchen’s family.

There is a big couch with two end tables. The front door is UP CENTER. 
The STAGE RIGHT EXIT leads to the kitchen and laundry room. The 
STAGE LEFT EXIT leads to the bedrooms.
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GRETCHEN AND THE GRUDGE

AT RISE:  OPTIONAL MUSIC:  the finale of Tchaikovsky’s “1812 
Overture.” GRETCHEN sits on the couch, CENTER. The entire COUCH 
CREW, made up of GRUDGE, PEEVISH, HOTHEAD, the MOODKETEERS 
and the DOLDRUMS, surrounds her. They hang onto her with linked 
arms and crowd in as close as possible, making a ruckus. DOMINICK 
and MOLLY ENTER LEFT. MOLLY wears a baseball mitt, which she wears 
all the time. DOMINICK carries a dictionary. They approach GRETCHEN 
carefully, not knowing what her mood might be. Only GRETCHEN can 
see and hear the COUCH CREW, so DOMINICK and MOLLY don’t react 
to them. GRETCHEN sees MOLLY and DOMINICK and stands. The 
COUCH CREW, still hanging onto GRETCHEN, stands with her. MUSIC 
UNDER.
MOODY:  No! I want to stay on the couch!
GRUDGE:  I’m sticking with you, Gretchen.
WHINY:  Pay attention to me!
CRANKY:  Bully’s poking me!
BULLY:  No, I’m not.
DOMINICK:  (Careful.) Hey, Gretchen, you want to play catch?
SOURPUSS:  Achoo!
CHURLISH:  Sourpuss just sneezed snot on my head!
GRETCHEN/COUCH CREW:  Ewww!
MOLLY:  (To DOMINICK.) I guess she doesn’t want to.
GLOOMY:  Now I’m going to get the bubonic plague.
NASTY:  I’m itchy. Someone scratch me.
GRETCHEN/COUCH CREW:  No! (GRETCHEN drags herself LEFT. The 

COUCH CREW hangs onto her, making progress very difficult for 
her.)

MOLLY:  We get it, Gretchen, you don’t want to play with us.
HOTHEAD:  There’s nothing to do.
DOOMUS:  Nada.
PEEVISH:  Zippo.
DREARY:  I’m squished!
DISMAL:  Life is too hard! (GRETCHEN and the COUCH CREW EXIT LEFT. 

OPTIONAL MUSIC OUT. DOMINICK and MOLLY cross DOWN CENTER 
and address the AUDIENCE.)

MOLLY:  Did you see that?
DOMINICK:  I don’t see how you could have missed it.
MOLLY:  That’s our older sister, Gretchen. She wasn’t always like that. 

There was a time she was lighthearted and carefree.
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DOMINICK:  Now it’s like she’s under a cloud or in the middle of the 
doldrums. D-O-L-D-R-U-M-S. Doldrums.

MOLLY:  This is my younger brother, Dominick. He’s really smart.
DOMINICK:  I want to win the All School Spelling Bee. Therefore I 

am rigorously studying words. Rigorously. R-I-G-O-R-O-U-S-L-Y. (To 
MOLLY.) Do you want me to use it in a sentence?

MOLLY:  Not really.
DOMINICK:  Right. We have to get on with it, because Gretchen is in 

a precarious—P-R-E-C-A-R-I-O-U-S—precarious state. (Checks the 
dictionary.) Got it right!

MOLLY:  Studying in the summer. That just doesn’t seem right to me. 
I’m Molly. I’m the middle sister. Molly in the middle.

DOMINICK:  Molly’s smart, too.
MOLLY:  No, I’m not. I’m average. There’s always an average, and I’m 

not ashamed to say I’m it. (AUNT DAGMAR ENTERS RIGHT and 
listens.)

DOMINICK:  You’re not working up to your potential.
MOLLY:  Stop quoting Mom and Dad.
DOMINICK:  And all of your teachers.
AUNT DAGMAR:  And me. You’re not working up to your potential in 

school, but you sure can play baseball. That counts for something! 
Well, kids, I’m going to the grocery store. I’ve got a Brussels sprout 
stew in the crock pot and have to pick up some olive loaf.

DOMINICK:  (He and MOLLY look at each other, grossed out. Hopeful.) 
We’re having sandwiches tonight?

AUNT DAGMAR:  Oh, no dear. It’s not lunch meat. It’s a loaf of olives. 
Bye now! (EXITS UP CENTER.)

MOLLY:  (To AUDIENCE.) That’s our Aunt Dagmar. She’s watching us 
while our parents are away.

DOMINICK:  She doesn’t like us to call her Aunt Dagmar, just Dagmar.
MOLLY:  Grownups are weird. I think we can all agree on that.
DOMINICK:  Yeah.
MOLLY:  Not to mention the things she makes us eat. A loaf of olives? 

Just olives?
DOMINICK:  So anyway, the present precarious state of Gretchen 

started innocently enough, as these things often do, with a knock 
on the door four days ago.

MOLLY:  Let’s flash back shall we? (Crosses DOWNSTAGE and 
repeatedly mimes a baseball pitch. DOMINICK sits on the couch, 
thumbing through his dictionary. MUSIC CUE:  A VIOLIN plays softly 
OFFSTAGE. See PRODUCTION NOTES.)
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DOMINICK:  I was studying for the spelling bee. Gretchen was in her 
room, practicing the violin. Molly was working on her pitching form. 
(There is a KNOCK at the door.)

JANELLE:  (From OFF.) Gretchen! Gretchen, it’s Janelle!
MOLLY:  (Crosses UP CENTER and opens the door.) Hi, Janelle.
JANELLE:  (ENTERS UP CENTER wearing a backpack.) Hi, I’ve got a 

super huge emergency. Is Gretchen here?
MOLLY:  She’s in her room, practicing.
JANELLE:  (Listens.) She’s getting so good!
DOMINICK:  She’s a musical prodigy. P-R-O-D-I-G-Y. Prodigy. It’s probably 

’cause she practices three hours a day.
JANELLE:  I need to ask her something.
MOLLY:  She doesn’t let anyone interrupt her practicing.
JANELLE:  Not even for a super huge emergency?
DOMINICK:  What super huge emergency?
JANELLE:  Take a look at this! (Pulls a very small sweater out of her 

backpack.)
MOLLY:  Your new sweater! What happened to it?
JANELLE:  It shrunk. My little sister Norice threw it in the wash in hot 

water! I’ve got my violin recital in one hour, and I’ve got nothing to 
wear!

DOMINICK:  Sisters can be so exasperating. (Looks the word up in the 
dictionary.) E-X-A—

MOLLY:  Not now! (DOMINICK continues spelling, mouthing it silently.)
JANELLE:  She’s too young to do laundry! She doesn’t know what she’s 

doing!
MOLLY:  I’ve never met anyone who loves doing laundry like she does.
JANELLE:  I need to borrow Gretchen’s beautiful blue sweater.
MOLLY:  I don’t know.
JANELLE:  I know she’d let me. We’re best friends, and it’s really 

important. It’s a recital, and it’s a really big deal!
MOLLY:  I don’t know. She won’t even let me borrow it. Grandma Maria 

knitted it for her.
JANELLE:  Then, she doesn’t have to know! I’ll bring it back tonight.
MOLLY:  Well, okay, it’s in the laundry room. I’ll get it for you. (EXITS 

RIGHT.)
DOMINICK:  (To the AUDIENCE.) That’s how it started. A clothing 

emergency and Molly trying to help out.
MOLLY:  (ENTERS RIGHT with the blue sweater.) Here you go. Promise 

you’ll take good care of it.
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JANELLE:  I promise!
DOMINICK:  Solemnly swear.
JANELLE:  Your little brother’s weird.
MOLLY:  It’s quicker if you just do it.
JANELLE:  I solemnly swear by Antonio Vivaldi, Johann Sebastian Bach 

and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart that I’ll take good care of this 
sweater.

DOMINICK:  And you think I’m weird?
JANELLE:  Gotta go. (EXITS UP CENTER. VIOLIN MUSIC OUT. DOMINICK 

looks at MOLLY, shakes his head.)
MOLLY:  Don’t look at me like that. She’ll never even know.
GRETCHEN:  (ENTERS LEFT. She is cheerful and friendly.) Hey, guys, 

what are you doing?
DOMINICK/MOLLY:  Nothing.
GRETCHEN:  Who wants to go play some baseball?
DOMINICK/MOLLY:  I do! I do!
MOLLY:  Leave the dictionary here, please. (DOMINICK puts the 

dictionary on an end table and ALL EXIT UP CENTER.)
GRUDGE:  (After a moment, peeps IN and ENTERS UP CENTER, walks 

heavily to the couch, sprawls out on it and burps. He sneers. To the 
AUDIENCE.) What are you lookin’ at? You never seen a Grudge 
before? Don’t lie to me. You have. You’ve gotten mad at someone 
and just stayed mad. You’ve held a Grudge. Yeah. You know, I 
could live here. But for me to stay, someone has to hold me. I just 
want someone to hold me, but nobody seems to be here. I’ll wait. 
(Lies down on the couch and sleeps. There’s a KNOCK at the door.) 
Oh! Look at that! I’ve been here for hours already. Time goes fast 
when you’re sleeping, doesn’t it?

JANELLE:  (From OFF.) Hello? Gretchen?
GRUDGE:  Now who’s this? Oh, don’t worry. They can’t see me.
JANELLE:  (Opens the front door.) Your door is open, we’ll just come in 

then. (ENTERS UP CENTER with NORICE. JANELLE has the folded up 
blue sweater and appears distraught.) Hello? Anybody? You really 
shouldn’t leave your door unlocked.

NORICE:  Let’s just stick the sweater in the laundry room.
JANELLE:  No, we’re not doing that.
NORICE:  But Gretchen’s going to be so mad.
GRUDGE:  Oh, this is good.
JANELLE:  Well, we’ll just have to face it! (GRETCHEN, MOLLY and 

DOMINICK ENTER UP CENTER, arguing. JANELLE hides the sweater 
in her backpack. No one notices GRUDGE.)
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DOMINICK:  It was out of the park!
MOLLY:  It was a foul!
DOMINICK:  It still went out of the park!
MOLLY:  It’s no good if it’s a foul!
GRETCHEN:  Let’s not argue! It’s only a game. Hey, Janelle!
MOLLY:  How’d your recital go?
DOMINICK:  Did we forget to lock the door?
MOLLY:  (Seeing JANELLE’S stricken face.) Is everything okay?
JANELLE:  The recital went great. So to celebrate we went out for pizza, 

and Norice dropped a piece of pizza on the sweater—
GRETCHEN:  The sweater? What sweater?
NORICE:  I didn’t mean to.
JANELLE:  —and then she tried to fix it, and this is what happened. 

(Pulls the sweater out of the backpack. There is a big red stain, and 
in the middle a big white spot.) I’m so sorry.

NORICE:  I don’t understand it. I used cold water.
GRETCHEN:  That’s my sweater. My favorite sweater.
NORICE:  And bleach. It’s supposed to get stains out.
JANELLE:  I’m so sorry. I’ll buy you another sweater.
GRUDGE:  (To GRETCHEN, who can now see and hear him.) Irreplaceable. 

One of a kind. Selfish and jealous Janelle.
GRETCHEN:  (To OTHERS.) It’s one of a kind!
NORICE:  I tried to fix it—
GRUDGE:  The nerve of some people, taking without asking!
GRETCHEN:  Without even asking!
NORICE:  I thought I could make it good as new! Then, you would never 

have to know!
MOLLY:  I lent it to her.
GRUDGE:  It’s not even her sweater to lend!
GRETCHEN:  It’s not even your sweater!
MOLLY:  You were practicing, and you don’t like to be interrupted—
GRETCHEN:  It’s the one thing I would never lend to anybody! Just like 

you’d never lend anyone your black dress, Janelle.
DOMINICK:  It was a clothing emergency. E-M-E—
GRETCHEN:  Stop it!
DOMINICK:  Okay.
JANELLE:  It’s all my fault.
MOLLY:  Mine, too.
GRUDGE:  And Norice’s. They did it on purpose.
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GRETCHEN:  You did it on purpose.
JANELLE/MOLLY/NORICE:  No, we didn’t!
GRUDGE:  So disrespectful.
GRETCHEN:  Totally disrespectful.
JANELLE:  It was an accident!
NORICE:  And I thought I could clean it.
GRUDGE:  This is what happens when you’re nice to people.
GRETCHEN:  (Sits on the couch next to GRUDGE.) See if I ever do 

anything nice for you again!
NORICE:  I’ll never wash anything again.
GRUDGE:  Hold me. (They link arms. [NOTE:  From this point on, their 

arms are linked. GRUDGE is physically connected to her and 
impeding the movement of her arms.])

GRETCHEN:  (To OTHERS.) Leave me alone.
AUNT DAGMAR:  (ENTERS UP CENTER with a bag of groceries.) I’m 

back! (Looks at GRETCHEN, who glowers on the couch, and the 
OTHERS, who also look upset.) What’s wrong?

GRETCHEN:  Nothing.
MOLLY:  I lent Gretchen’s sweater to Janelle.
JANELLE:  I wore her sweater. Then, Norice—
NORICE:  I ruined her sweater. I didn’t do it on purpose.
GRETCHEN:  Yeah, right.
AUNT DAGMAR:  Gretchen, you do understand that if it was an 

accident—
GRETCHEN:  I don’t want to talk about it!
AUNT DAGMAR:  Oh-oh. It looks like someone is holding a grudge. All 

right then. Don’t hold it too long, or it will be holding you. (EXITS 
RIGHT.)

DOMINICK:  Let’s go watch TV.
MOLLY:  She’ll feel better in a little while. (JANELLE, NORICE, DOMINICK 

and MOLLY EXIT LEFT.)
GRUDGE:  Look at that. They left you all alone. Doesn’t matter. I’ve got 

lots of friends.
GRETCHEN:  So?
GRUDGE:  They could be your friends, too. Your new friends.
GRETCHEN:  Friends are stupid.
GRUDGE:  (Gleeful.) You’re in such a bad mood!
GRETCHEN:  So?
GRUDGE:  So you’re ready for the Moodketeers!
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GRETCHEN:  I don’t want any company— (MOODKETEERS burst IN UP 
CENTER.)

MOODY:  (Sings.)
Who’s the leader of the club that’s named for you and me?

MOODKETEERS:  (Sing.) M-O-O-D-and-Y M-O-U-S-E!
MOODY:  (Sings.)

Who’s the rat with an attitude and a sneer for all he sees?
MOODKETEERS:  (Sing.) M-O-O-D-and-Y M-O-U-S-E!

Moody Mouse!
He’s all that!
Moody Mouse!
Such a brat!
Moody Mouse!
Forever he will spread his misery, ree, ree ree!

MOODY:  (Sings.) Come along and sing the song
And join the drudgery.

MOODKETEERS:  (Sing.) M-O-O-D-and-Y M-O-U-S-E!
MOODY:  (At end of song.) Let’s make ourselves at home, Moodketeers.
GRETCHEN:  Wait, I don’t know if you should stay— (MOODKETEERS 

sit on the couch, crowd in close.) Hey! You’re on my leg!
NASTY:  Move over, Sourpuss!
SOURPUSS:  I was here first.
NASTY:  Hi, Gretchen. My name’s Nasty. I think I have fleas. I’m so 

itchy. Itchy and nasty.
BULLY:  Move over, Churlish! I’m sitting in the crack! I don’t like it!
CHURLISH:  I’m not moving. (BULLY pushes CHURLISH out of the way.)
SOURPUSS:  Achoo!
CHURLISH:  Sourpuss sneezed on my head!
CRANKY:  Oh, no, here comes Whiny. Get away! There’s no room for 

you.
WHINY:  There’s never any room for me! Why is there never any room 

for me?
MOODKETEERS:  Keep quiet, Whiny!
BULLY:  I’m sitting on a lump. I don’t like it!
WHINY:  I’m sitting on the arm of the couch. I am so uncomfortable. 

(BULLY pokes CRANKY.)
CRANKY:  Bully’s poking me! Stop poking me!
BULLY:  You started it, Cranky.
CRANKY:  You did! (MOLLY, JANELLE, NORICE and DOMINICK ENTER 

LEFT. They see nothing but GRETCHEN.)
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Couch, two end tables.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON

Dictionary (DOMINICK)

Backpack, very small sweater, stained blue sweater (JANELLE)

Baseball mitt, blue sweater (MOLLY)

Bag of groceries (AUNT DAGMAR)

Spray bottles filled with water (GLOOMY, DREARY)

Bag with black dress and doll, Janelle’s violin case with violin and bow 
(NORICE)

Gretchen’s violin case with violin and bow (MOLLY)

MUSIC
If you have performers who are able to play the violin, the violin music 
may be performed live. You may also change the instrument to fit your 
needs, making the violin a guitar or flute or anything that best suits 
your production. Otherwise, recorded music cues may be used. Just 
be sure to use public domain music or original compositions with 
permission to perform from the artist.

MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS
Finale to Tchaikovsky’s “1812 Overture” (optional), knock at door, 
various violin music either played live or pre-recorded.

COSTUME SUGGESTIONS
Family and friends can be dressed in casual, contemporary styles. 
Molly dresses always has a baseball mitt with her.

The couch crew consists of imaginary characters that you can costume 
any number of creative ways. Their costumes can be suggested by their 
names, such as making GLOOMY a greenish gray color and HOTHEAD 
with a red face. Another option is to have them all wear gray, black or 
brown sweats and hoodies with only slight costume distinctions to tell 
them apart. Alternatively, they can look like imps and trolls or even 
half-animals. Whether you choose one of these options or something 
else, make sure to avoid bright colors.
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


